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Abstract

Background: The successful introduction of extreme ultraviolet (EUV) lithography to high
volume manufacturing has increased the interest to push this technology to its ultimate limits.
This will require photoresist materials, which enable a better tradeoff between resolution, line-
width roughness and sensitivity, and the adaptation of optical resolution enhancements that were
originally developed for deep ultraviolet (DUV) lithography.

Aim: We review published research on attenuated phase shift masks (attPSM) for EUV with
special emphasis on modeling and fundamental understanding of the imaging characteristics
of alternative absorber materials. The overview on previous work is intended to summarize typ-
ical observations and learning on obtained results and to serve as a reference for further research
on this important topic.

Review approach: The review starts with a summary of related work on attPSM for DUV
lithography. It is shown that the understanding and mitigation of mask topography (or mask 3D)
effects is key for the analysis and optimization of attPSM for EUV lithography. Observations
from several research groups and application of dedicated modeling approaches help to under-
stand the physical mechanisms behind observed lateral image shifts and pitch-dependent shifts
of the best focus position.

Results: The imaging physics of attPSM for EUV lithography differs significantly from attPSM
imaging in DUV lithography. The “double diffraction” of EUV light from the absorber, the
reflection characteristics of the multilayer blank, and the guidance of light through the openings
in a low-refractive-index (low-n) absorber introduce important effects that need to be considered
in the design and use of attPSM in EUV lithography. It is important to use the optical properties
(n and k) and the thickness of the absorber as predictive design parameters of attPSM for EUV
lithography (instead of phase and reflectivity). The refractive index of the absorber material is
important for binary masks as well. The discussion of low-n absorbers includes both “tradi-
tional” attPSM for EUVand low reflectivity absorbers, which exploit the guidance of light inside
patterned layers.

Conclusions: In-depth modeling investigations of attPSM and first experiments suggest that
absorbers with a refractive index around 0.9 (low-n materials) can help to push high NA
EUV lithography into the low k1 regime. Comprehensive optimization of source and mask is
required to exploit the advantages of low-n absorbers. Further enhancements can help to push
EUV imaging to its ultimate limit.
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1 Introduction

The optical resolution of projection lithography with a wavelength of light λ and numerical
aperture (NA) is governed by the Abbe-Rayleigh equation xmin ¼ k1 × λ∕NA. The technology
factor k1 can be considered as a measure of the difficulty to create an image of a feature
with the size xmin. For large features with a technology factor k1 > 0.6, the image provides
a more or less correct replica of the mask layout. Imaging smaller features with a decreased k1
value produces increasingly blurred images. The involved optical proximity effects have an
adverse impact on the quality of the obtained image. Several optical resolution enhancement
techniques including off-axis illumination, optical proximity correction (OPC), source mask
optimization (SMO), and inverse lithography technology (ILT) were developed to push
deep ultraviolet (DUV) lithography to smaller k1 values, see for example Refs. 1–4. The theo-
retical limit for the single exposure of dense line-space (L/S) patterns is given by k1 ¼ 0.25.
The practical limit of k1 ≈ 0.28 for ArF immersion lithography with λ ¼ 193 nm and NA ¼
1.35 restricts single exposure printing of dense L/S patterns to half-pitches (hp) of about
40 nm.

The introduction of extreme ultraviolet (EUV) lithography with a wavelength of 13.5 nm
and NA of 0.33 to high-volume manufacturing enables the single exposure of 24 nm half-
pitch L/S patterns with a comfortable k1 of 0.59. Significantly smaller k1 of about 0.32 would
enable half-pitches down to 13 nm for the present EUV systems or down to 8 nm for the
next generation EUV systems with an NA of 0.55, respectively. The practical realization
of such values requires not only photoresist materials that enable a better tradeoff between
resolution, linewidth roughness and sensitivity5,6 (RLS), but also the adaptation of resolution
enhancements that were originally developed for DUV lithography.7,8 The illumination sys-
tems of state-of-the-art EUV scanners provide flexible source shapes with pupil fill ratios
down to 20% and support for SMO.9 Simple feature size biasing to compensate for pitch-
and orientation-dependent printing of features is routinely done. However, more aggressive
resolutions enhancements such as subresolution assist features10–12 or various forms of strong
phase shift masks (PSM) that require a multilayer deposition over a phase step13 or
an etching of the multilayer14,15 cannot provide manufacturable solutions with the present
mask technology.

Because of the relatively straightforward implementation, attenuated phase shift masks
(attPSM) were considered as “the wild card of resolution enhancement techniques” for DUV
lithography, see Chapter 6.3 of the book of Wong.1 The implementation of attPSM for EUV
relies on the identification of appropriate absorber materials, geometries, and the adaptation
of the existing mask infrastructure to the new materials. This article reviews recent research
results and findings on attPSM for EUV with special emphasis on the involved optical effects
and modeling aspects.

We will start with the description of the general concept of attPSM for DUV in Sec. 2.1.
Then, we summarize the selected learnings from investigations on the imaging characteristics
of attPSM for DUV. This includes the consideration of phase errors and a discussion of
mask 3D effects and mitigation strategies. The description of attPSM for EUV in Sec. 4
starts with an overview on proposed geometries, materials, and EUV specific mask 3D effects.
Until a few years ago, all efforts were directed toward the search for materials and geometry
configurations that provide a phase shift π of the absorber covered area of the mask compared
to phase of the reflected light without an absorber. Our simulation-based screening of several
absorber candidates16 and findings of other groups17,18 indicated that absorbers with a phase
shift different from π can provide a better imaging performance. Investigations of the root
causes of this phenomenon and the observation of the guidance of light through the openings
of low-refractive-index (low-n) absorber materials have significantly improved the under-
standing of light diffraction and imaging of EUV masks for currently used EUV systems
with an NA of 0.33 and for the next generation high NA EUV systems. This better under-
standing will help to manage the stronger interdependence of mask geometries, mask materi-
als, and source shapes and their impact on SMO and ILT for future generations of EUV
lithography.
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2 Attenuated PSM for DUV

2.1 Basic Concept

In 1988, a team of Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) proposed to improve the
imaging of x-ray lithography by using an absorber that produces a π-phase shift in addition
to about 10 dB attenuation.19 The higher local image contrast of attPSM relies on the destructive
interference of light that passes through the clear openings of a mask with π-phase shifted
light, which is transmitted through the semi-transparent absorber covered areas of this mask.
Following Terasawa et al.,20 Fig. 1 explains the concept of an attPSM by a comparison with
a binary mask. The binary mask consists of a transparent substrate and the chromium absorber
that completely blocks the light in the nominally dark areas. In the Kirchhoff approach (thin-
mask model), the amplitude of the transmitted light directly below the mask exhibits a sharp
jump from zero (chromium covered area) to a finite positive value in the open area of the mask.
The diffraction limited projection lens generates a blurred intensity distribution at the wafer. The
absorber of the attPSM on the right of Fig. 1 consists of a thinned (halftone) chromium layer,
which transmits a part of the light, and a transparent layer, which shifts the phase of the trans-
mitted light. The thicknesses of the chromium and shifter are chosen to produce a phase shift of
π, which causes a flip of the sign of the amplitude of the transmitted light. The amplitude of the
transmitted light directly below the mask jumps between a small negative value in the absorber-
covered area and a larger positive value in the open area. The resulting image of the attPSM is
impacted by the diffraction as well. However, the destructive interference of light from the
absorber and open area, respectively, causes a minimum intensity between these areas and
increases the slope of the bright spot below the open area. In lithographic terms, it increases
local contrast, NILS, and exposure latitude. Similar explanations can be found in other early
publications on attPSM by Lin,21 and Buck and Rieger22 as well.

Figure 2 presents simulated images of an isolated 180-nm-wide slit for varying intensity
transmission T of the absorber. To visualize the impact of T on the shape of the central intensity
peak, the image cross-sections on the left of the figure are normalized to their maximum value.
These cross-section plots demonstrate that an increased transmission T of the π-phase shifted
absorber sharpens the intensity peak at the center of the slit. As shown on the right of the figure,

Fig. 1 Conceptual explanation of attPSM (right) in comparison to a binary mask (left). Adapted
from Terasawa et al.20
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the sidelobes on both sides of the main feature mitigate the image blur versus defocus and
increase the depth of focus (DoF) as well. Depending on the transmission T and photoresist
threshold, sidelobes with higher intensity peaks will start to print as (non-intended) individual
features. The risk of printing sidelobes might even become worse for certain wave aberrations of
the projection lens. Printability of sidelobes is one of the limiters of the usable transmission of
attPSM. It is strongly influenced by feature size, pitch, coherency of exposing radiation, and
resist sensitivity.23 The risk of printing sidelobes can be mitigated by appropriate biasing of main
features and by placing additional dark opaque features at sidelobe locations.24,25

Although originally proposed for the improved printing of isolated features, attPSM can be
also combined with off-axis illumination to improve the printing of dense features. This can be
demonstrated by the imaging of dense L/S patterns with a spacewidth w, and period p. For
a thin-mask model, the complex valued diffraction amplitude am of the m’th diffraction order
is given by analytic expressions26

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e001;116;390am ¼
( ð1 − τÞ w

p þ τ for m ¼ 0

ð1 − τÞ w
p · sinc

�
m · wp

�
otherwise;

(1)

where τ is the complex-valued transmission coefficient of the absorber: jτj2 ¼ T.
Figure 3 presents plots of the real valued diffraction efficiencies ηm ¼ ama�m of the zeroth and

first diffraction order for a phase shift Φ ¼ π and several values of T. The π-phase shifted back-
ground transmission of the mask increases the diffraction efficiency of the first order at the
expense of the zeroth order. This suggests that the value of T and the phase shift can be used
to balance the intensities of the two diffraction orders. The contrast values on the right are
derived from a two beam interference between zeroth and first diffraction order, as obtained
in a typical off-axis illumination scenario close to the resolution limit. High contrast images
of binary masks can be only achieved by smaller spaces. The corresponding negative biasing

Fig. 2 Simulated image aerial images of an attPSM with an isolated 180-nm-wide slit for varying
transmission T of the absorber. Imaging settings: wavelength λ ¼ 193 nm, NA ¼ 0.5, and circular
illumination with σ ¼ 0.3. Left: image cross-section at nominal image plane (defocus = 0); right:
image intensity versus defocus and x .

Fig. 3 Zeroth (left) and first (center) order diffraction efficiency η0;1 versus spacewidth-to-pitch
ratio w∕p for different values of background intensity transmission T . Right: interference contrast
c of the orders versus w∕p.
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of bright features implies larger values of the required exposure dose. AttPSM with T > 0 pro-
vides high contrast values for larger spacewidths. In other words, attPSM requires less negative
biasing of bright features and supports the printing with lower exposure dose. In two-beam inter-
ference, the optimum transmission of 4.9% for w ¼ p∕2 is close to the 6% transmission value of
standard MoSi-type masks for DUV lithography.

The practical realization of a phase shift π requires an optical path difference λ∕2 between
light passing the absorber with a refractive index n and thickness d and light traveling the same
distance in the absorber free areas with a refractive index of 1. The transmission T and phase shift
Φ of light after a single pass of a homogeneous absorber layer with a thickness d are obtained by

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e002;116;628

T ¼ exp

�
−
2π

λ
k ·

d
cos θ

�
;

Φ ¼ 2π

λ
ðn − 1Þ · d

cos θ
; (2)

where θ specifies the propagation angle of light inside the absorber (close to zero for DUV
lithography). Although these equations do not account for the impact of the layer interfaces
on the transmission or phase of the light, they indicate that a π shifter with a given transmission
T requires materials with special combinations of n and k or combinations of two or more layers
of different materials.27

The first attPSM for i-line and KrF lithography combined a thinned chromium layer with
a spin-on-glass to adjust the phase of the transmitted light.28,29 These bilayer absorbers were
replaced by MoSi-based single layers.30,31 The refractive index n and extinction coefficient k
of these MoSiO or MoSiON layers can be adjusted by deposition conditions and enables the
fabrication of π shifters with transmission values between 5% and 20%.32 MoSi-based attPSM,
sometimes also referred as embedded PSM, were later adapted for ArF lithography.33,34

The successful introduction of MoSi-based absorber layers made the fabrication of attPSM
very similar to chromium on glass mask making. AttPSM can be used for any arbitrary mask
pattern. In general, attPSM offer a larger exposure latitude and DoF at a lower exposure dose
than binary masks. OPC software is used to identify the optimum tradeoff between large process
margins and the risk to print sidelobes. Attenuated PSMs are well established in manufacturing
for DUV lithography.

Although there is no universal solution, high transmission attPSM can offer the largest ben-
efits for imaging certain layouts close to the resolution limit.35 Investigations on new materials
and processes for high transmission attPSM for DUV are still ongoing.36,37

2.2 Selected Learnings

The practical implementation and use of attPSM for DUV lithography involved extensive inves-
tigations on mask design, materials, patterning techniques, metrology, inspection, and other
components of the mask infrastructure.38 Here, we will focus on aspects that are important
to understand the imaging characteristics of attPSM. Certain aspects of this imaging character-
istics are not accessible by simplified thin-mask, i.e., Kirchhoff-type models that describe the
mask as an infinitely thin object with a given transmission and phase. The detailed understanding
of light diffraction and imaging using state-of-the-art DUV (and EUV) masks requires the con-
sideration of the full 3D geometry and of the optical properties (refractive index n and extinction
coefficient k) of the involved materials. Effects that cannot be described by a thin-mask model
and depend on the 3D geometry, and optical material properties are referred as mask topography
or mask 3D effects.2

2.2.1 Impact of phase errors

Before going into details about mask 3D effects for DUV, we will discuss the impact of phase
errors on the imaging of attPSM. The impact of phase and transmission errors of attPSM has
been investigated by several authors, see for example Refs. 39–41. The following simulation
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examples use dedicated parameter settings to demonstrate several effects that are important for
the understanding of mask 3D effects for DUV and EUV lithography.

The simulation results in Fig. 4 demonstrate the impact of the (background) phase Φ of
attPSM on the through-focus imaging behavior. The left column of the figure indicates a shift
of the best focus (BF) position of an isolated space versus Φ. For the nominal value of Φ ¼ π,
the image is symmetric around the BF at zero. Deviations from the nominal phase value move
the image along the defocus axis and make it asymmetric with respect to the BF position with
the highest contrast.

The images in the other three columns are obtained for dense L/S and single point sources
(poles) or a dipole illumination, respectively. For single pole illumination, the interference of the
two contributing diffraction orders within the NA (zeroth and first or zeroth and −first) creates
an array of stripes that is tilted with respect to the defocus axis, i.e., it exhibits a pronounced
nontelecentricity (nTC) or variation of feature position versus defocus. Superposition of the
two single pole intensity distributions using the dipole illumination recovers the symmetry and
removes the image tilt along the defocus axis (nTC).

Modification of the phase Φ moves the interference pattern (single-pole images) along the
x-axis. For Φ ¼ π, the image at zero defocus is symmetric with respect to x. Deviations from
the nominal phase shift of π and the resulting opposite shifts of the single-pole images blur the
resulting dipole image at the nominal zero defocus position. The BF with highest contrast of
the dipole images moves away from the nominal zero defocus position.

In general, illumination systems for DUV imaging are symmetric to avoid non-telecentric-
ities. Due to the off-axis illumination of the mask, these non-telecentricities and related effects
cannot be completely removed in reflective EUV imaging systems. The specific settings in Fig. 4
are chosen to demonstrate that a phase error of the attPSM, i.e., a deviation from the nominal
phase Φ ¼ π results in shifts of the BF position. Phase errors of attPSM can also result in lateral
image shifts and blur of images that are generated by different parts of the source. The specific
impact of the phase error depends on the sources shape. We will come back to this second obser-
vation in Sec. 4.2.

Fig. 4 Simulated image intensity versus defocus and x for attPSM (T ¼ 6%) with different values
of the phase shift Φ. Imaging settings: wavelength λ ¼ 193 nm, NA ¼ 0.5; left column: isolated
180-nm-wide space, and circular illumination with σ ¼ 0.3, other columns: 110 nm dense L/S,
illumination left/right single poles and dipole at σ ¼ 0.8.
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2.2.2 Mask 3D effects

The first investigation on mask 3D effects for attPSM were performed by Wong and his
colleagues at Berkeley and IBM.42–44 He employed the rigorous finite-difference time-domain
simulator TEMPEST to compute the light diffraction and imaging for selected geometries and
materials. The simulation results and comparison to experimental data from an aerial image
measurement system demonstrated the impact of light scattering at the absorber edges on phase
errors, pitch- and feature size-dependent shifts of the BF position, and image asymmetries
around the BF position. He observed that these effects are less pronounced for bright field masks
(isolated lines and pillars) than for dark field masks (spaces or holes). The simulation results
indicated that light tends to propagate into higher index material. This well-known phenomenon
is important for the understanding of mask 3D effects in EUV as well.

Diffraction analysis of the mask, i.e., computation of the diffraction efficiency and phase of
the diffracted light for propagating orders in the far-field of the mask provided additional insights
into the impact of mask 3D effects on the performance of attPSM.45,46 Figure 5 presents simu-
lated diffraction efficiency and phase values in the far-field of a MoSi-type attPSM with dense
L/S (duty ratio 1:1) versus the wafer-scale linewidth. Results of the thin-mask model (Kirchhoff)
and of rigorous simulations with x [transverse magnetic (TM)]- and y [transverse electric (TE)]-
polarized light are shown. For large linewidths, all simulation results indicate an almost perfect
balancing of the zeroth and first diffraction order. The differences between the results of the used
model assumptions increase for linewidths below 100 nm. The thin-mask model cannot predict
significant variations of the diffraction efficiency and phase of the diffracted light for sub-
100-nm linewidths. Interestingly, the variation of diffraction efficiency is more pronounced for

Fig. 5 Diffraction analysis for a standard MoSi-type attPSM with dense L/S for vertical incidence
and a wavelength of 193 nm. Left/upper: diffraction efficiency of the zeroth order. Left/lower:
diffraction efficiency of the first order. Right/upper: FOP for zeroth and first first order. Right lower:
phase difference between zeroth and first, result of Kirchhoff (thin-mask) model and rigorous
simulation using x (TM)- and y (TE)-polarized light, respectively. This figure has been reprinted
from our JM3-paper on this topic.46 More detailed explanations on the setting, used simulation
parameters, and the definition of the FoP is given there.
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y-polarized light. The negative values of fraction of polarization (FoP) indicate that the mask
starts to act as an x- or TM-polarizer with negative impact on the image contrast. Additional
observations on the unfavorable polarization performance of standard MoSi-type attPSM for
DUV were described by several authors.47–49 The increased variation of the phase for small line-
widths indicates mask 3D effects that are very similar to wave aberrations of the projection
lens.50–52 The significant impact of mask 3D effects on the phase and polarization characteristics
of attPSM was confirmed by quantitative phase imaging. Shanker et al.53 analyzed thick-mask
edge-diffraction effects in attPSM by extracting the optical phase at the wafer plane from a series
of through-focus aerial images with 193 nm light.

The findings on mask induced polarization and aberration-like mask 3D effects triggered
investigations on alternative absorbers for attPSM in DUV lithography. Bubke et al.54 compared
the polarization characteristics of standard chromium, standard MoSi-type, and a Ta∕SiO2

bilayer aborber for ArF. Both rigorous calculations and direct measurements of diffraction effi-
ciency demonstrated a significant impact of material, pitch, and incidence angle of the light on the
polarization characteristics. Similar investigations were also reported by other authors.55–57 We
employed multiobjective optimization techniques in combination with rigorous diffraction and
imaging simulations to identify bilayer attPSM stacks with a favorable imaging performance.58

Despite of certain advantages of Ta∕SiO2 and several other bilayer stacks, none of them has been
used in high volume manufacturing. Instead, a new opaque MoSi on glass mask blank (OMOG)
has been introduced into manufacturing due to its reduced mask 3D effects.59,60 Because of
its low transmission, OMOG cannot be considered as an attPSM.

3 Reflective Masks for EUV Lithography

3.1 Basic Geometry and Properties

EUV lithography employs reflective masks, which consist of an absorber on top of a multilayer.
Figure 6 presents a simplified schematic of an EUV mask. More details on additional compo-
nents of the mask, their fabrication and metrology for EUV masks are described by Ahn and
Jeon.62 The Bragg-type multilayer reflects the incident light, whereas the absorber defines the
pattern on the mask by blocking or modifying the reflected light from the absorber-covered
areas. It is important to note that (most of) the incident EUV light is not reflected from the top
of the multilayer, but from layer interfaces inside the multilayer. For typical Mo/Si multilayers
and directions of the incident light, the reflections from the individual interfaces add up to about
65% to 70% reflected light from a virtual reflection plane about 50 nm below the top surface of
the multilayer. The distance between the absorber and the virtual reflection plane, sometimes

Fig. 6 Schematic of an EUV mask. (a) Geometrical representation by an absorber on the top of
a reflective multilayer. (b) “Double diffraction” scheme: first diffraction of the incident light (green
bold arrow) by the absorber pattern, backreflection from the multilayer, and second diffraction
from the absorber.61
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referred as Zeff , contributes significantly to the 3D aspects of light diffraction from EUV masks.
Alternative RuSi multilayers with a smaller Zeff can help to mitigate mask 3D effects.63–65

The “double diffraction” scheme on the right of Fig. 6 indicates that the EUV light is dif-
fracted by the absorber twice. First, the incident light from the illumination system is diffracted
toward the multilayer. Second, the backreflected (upward propagating) light from the multilayer
is diffracted toward the projector in the far-field of the mask. The mixing of different diffraction
orders by the double diffraction has important consequences on the resulting images.17,61,66

Specific consequences of the double diffraction for attPSM are discussed in Sec. 4.2.
The ranges of accessible refractive index n and extinction coefficient k at a wavelength of

13.5 nm are much smaller than corresponding ranges for DUV lithography, see also data in
Fig. 8. This limits the optical material contrast of possible material combinations for EUVmasks.
The absorber interacts both with the incident light from the source and with the backreflected
light from the multilayer. It has to be thick compared to wavelength to enable a sufficient modu-
lation of the intensity and phase of the reflected light. Another consequence of the lower optical
material contrast is the lower sensitivity of light diffraction from EUV masks to the polarization
of the incident light. Absorber gratings with very small pitches or incidence angles close to the
Brewster angle are required to provoke significant polarization effects by interaction with EUV
masks or multilayers.68,69

To separate the reflected from the incident light, the illumination of the mask has to be tilted
with respect to the surface normal of the mask. The oblique illumination with a propagation
vector in the xz-plane introduces a dependency of the imaging from the orientation of the fea-
tures on the mask.70 In general, the asymmetric illumination of horizontal (y-parallel) features
makes them more sensitive to mask 3D effects. The situation changes with the transition to
anamorphic systems in high NA systems. The orientation-dependent mask scale (8× in tilt direc-
tion along the y axis and 4× along the x axis) mitigates certain mask 3D effects for horizontal
features in high NA systems.71,72 However, the smaller vertical (x-parallel) features on the mask
become more sensitive to mask 3D effects.

3.2 Mask 3D Effects in EUV Systems

The described peculiarities of reflective EUV masks involve several characteristic mask 3D
effects.73–75 Selected observations for NA ≤ 0.33 systems are highlighted in Fig. 7. The asym-
metric illumination of the mask introduces an asymmetric shadowing and a variation of the
position of the printed feature versus the focus position (nTC). The amount of nTC depends

Fig. 7 Typical mask 3D effects in EUV systems. See Ref. 75 for a more detailed discussion of
the shown phenomena and the relevant settings.
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on the absorber thickness, feature orientation, position in the exposure slit, and illumination
geometry.

Different feature positions and nontelecentricities of images, which are generated by indi-
vidual parts of the illumination source, cause a blur of the image, which is generated by the
complete source. Such image blur and the resulting contrast fading have been observed both
for DUV and for EUV76,77 systems. Over certain thickness ranges, the contrast fading tends
to increase with the absorber thickness. The amount of blur and its behavior versus absorber
thickness depends on the refractive index and extinction of the absorber material. The impor-
tance of such blur effects for the imaging characteristics of attPSM for EUV will be discussed
in Sec. 4.2.

The plot of the phase on the lower left of Fig. 7 indicates the wavefront deformation that
occurs when EUV light propagates through an absorber. Further details, methods for the quan-
titative analysis of the involved effects and their impact on imaging are discussed in Refs. 78–79.
Most importantly, the mask-induced deformation of the wavefront results in a feature size and
pitch dependent shift of the BF position, where the images with the highest contrast can be
obtained. Because the wavefront deformation tends to increase for low-n absorber materials,
the understanding of the involved effects is of key importance for the optimization of attPSM
for EUV.

Several strategies including new absorber materials,80,81 alternative mask stacks,82 assist
features,11,83 and source optimization84,85 have been proposed to mitigate mask 3D effects in
EUV systems with a NA of 0.33, see our 2017 review article75 and references therein for further
details. Over the past 5 years, a considerable effort has been spent for the exploration of new
absorber materials for EUV. The next section provides a brief overview on material options for
EUV mask absorbers. The perspectives of attPSM and low-n absorbers to mitigate mask 3D
effects and to push EUV imaging to a smaller technology factor k1 is discussed in Sec. 4.

3.3 Material Options

Figure 8 presents a plot of the accessible refractive index n and extinction coefficient k of mate-
rials at a wavelength of 13.5 nm. The optical material data (n and k) have been taken from the
CXRO database.67 Several specific materials with the lowest refractive index and/or largest
extinction coefficient are highlighted in the plot. Certain combinations of materials can be also
deposited as alloys and provide access to the area of the nk-space between these materials.86–89

The specific n and k values of absorber layers depend on the deposition conditions. More accu-
rate experimental n and k values, which consider these deposition conditions, are determined
by analyzing EUV reflectivity data.90,91 The practical choice of material for EUV mask is
governed by additional criteria such as durability for mask cleaning, mask lifetime, and scanner
compatibility.88,92,93

Fig. 8 Plot of materials from the CXRO database67 (small blue dots) versus refractive index n
and extinction coefficient k (nk -space). TaBN represents a state-of-the-art absorber material.16
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The data in Fig. 8 indicate three groups of materials. 30 to 40-nm-thick absorbers with high
extinction coefficient k exhibit reflectivities below 1% and can provide high contrast binary
masks for EUV. Table 1 presents an overview on several proposed/investigated alternative
materials/stacks for binary EUV mask. The cited investigations, including first wafer prints,99

have demonstrated the potential of high-k absorbers to improve the imaging of L/S patterns.
However, due to the involved intensity loss and high dose requirements, high-k absorbers cannot
provide favorable solutions for several other patterns such as arrays of contact holes.

Materials with a refractive index close to 1 minimize the deformation of the phase, BF shifts
and nTC. However, most of these n ≈ 1materials, including aluminum, have only a small extinc-
tion and do not provide sufficient contrast at a small thickness. Thin absorber materials from
the lower left region of the nk-space generate an increasing amount of reflected light from the
nominally dark regions of the mask. Appropriate combinations of materials and thickness values
can establish attPSM absorbers for EUV and will be discussed in the next section.

In addition to the investigation of specific material systems, several studies have been
performed to characterize the impact of n and k independent from specific material combina-
tions81,100 or for flexible material compositions that provide access to large regions of the nk-
space.16 Timmermans et al.101 proposed a mask decision tree that exhibits the achievable imaging
gain and indicates remaining potential challenges for different use cases. Tanabe102 employed the
ratio k∕ð1 − nÞ to classify EUV masks into four categories. More details on low-n materials and
attPSM for EUV are discussed in the next section.

4 Attenuated PSM for EUV

4.1 Search for a π Shifter

The first proposal to use attPSM in EUV lithography was made in 1993 by Nguyen et al.103 They
observed sidelobes in simulated images of a 60-nm-thick carbon absorber “similar to that for
attenuated phase shifted mask” and proposed to employ this effect to sharpen line edges. Shortly
afterward, Wood et al.104 reported on the first experimental realization of attPSM for EUV using
a transmission mask with a bilayer absorber that consisted of a 262-nm-thick bottom layer of
polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) and a 27-nm-thick top layer of Ge. Similar concepts for trans-
missive attenuated phase mask are still used today in the application of transmissive phase shift
masks for (achromatic) EUV Talbot lithography.105 It is also interesting to note that the reflec-
tivity of currently used approximately 60 nm-thick TaBN absorbers on top of Mo/Si multilayers

Table 1 Proposed/investigated alternative materials/stack for binary EUV mask.

Reference Material Remark

Matsuo et al.94 SnO/CrN
bilayer

Experimental realization including reflectivity and etch transfer

Rastegar et al.95 Ni Layer deposition, characterization and etch transfer

Hay et al.96 Ni/TaN Nanocomposite (nickel nanoparticles in TaN host)

Ikebe et al.97 Ni, Ta/Si Ta/Si presents a multilayer type absorber that uses the phase cancelation
between the absorber interface and the Mo/Si multilayer mirror interface

Philipsen et al.80 Ni, Co Modeling, deposition, experimental evaluation on wafer substrates

Luong et al.86 NiAl alloy Modeling, deposition, and experimental characterization

Fernandez et al.98 Ni First experimental demonstration of improved image contrast by
lensless imaging

Finders et al.99 Test mask
at k ¼ 0.04

First experimental demonstration of advantage of high-k by wafer prints

Wu et al.87,88 TaTeN alloy High-n of this material reduces best focus shift and non-telecentricity
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is approximately 3% of the reflectivity of the absorber-free multilayer blank and involves a phase
shift of 0.9π. In other words, the currently used TaBN absorber can be also considered as a
poorly optimized attPSM. Selected aspects of the non-zero reflectivity of TaBN absorbers with
varying thickness were discussed by Kamo et al.106 and Tanabe et al.107

In general, the transmission T and phase shift Φ of attPSM for EUV can be implemented by
single or multiple layer absorbers on top of standard multilayer blanks or by combinations of
etched/deposited multilayers. Figure 9 exhibits a selection of proposed geometries. Although
several of the etched multilayer configurations in the center and right column of Fig. 9 can offer
additional options to mitigate mask 3D effects for EUV and few masks with such geometries
have even been fabricated and experimentally characterized, they cannot offer manufacturable
solutions in near future. The discussions in the remaining part of Sec. 4 will focus on attPSM
configurations that involve single or bilayer absorbers on standard multilayers.

Similar to attPSM for DUV, the practical implementation of absorbers with a given T and Φ
requires a special combination of refractive index n, extinction coefficient k, and thickness d.
Considering that light passes through the absorber in both downward and in upward direction,
a factor of 2 has to be added to the thickness in the classical thin film Eq. (2). The incidence
angle θ is given by the chief ray angle of incidence of 6 deg in EUV systems with a NA of 0.33
and 5.4 deg in the next generation high NA systems (NA ¼ 0.55). The bilayer and trilayer
absorber configurations in the left column of Fig. 9 combine a shifter layer with small extinction
and low refractive index with a high-k attenuator. Jeong et al. proposed an extra Al2O3 layer
in the stack as an additional knob to tune the reflectivity and enable better inspection of the
absorber.108,115

Table 2 provides an overview on proposed/investigated material options for the shifter and
attenuator layers. These material options include both bilayer systems and alloys. The majority
of the proposed bilayer systems combine a low-n shifter layer with a thin higher k attenuation
layer to adjust the desired reflectivity of the absorber. The phase shift and reflectivity of alloy-
based absorbers can be tuned by the relative amount of materials and the thickness of the
absorber.89 Material combinations and alloys that provide the desired phase shift and reflectivity
have to fulfill many additional requirements resulting from the processing of the materials during
mask fabrication, mask repair, and use of the mask in the scanner.87,92 The references cited in
Table 2 discuss some of these aspects for specific material combinations. Studies of specific
material systems were complemented by investigations of the impact of n and k on the imaging
characteristics largely independent of specific material combinations.16,81,100

Simulations of Yu et al.125 demonstrated that 30-nm-thick absorbers with n ¼ 0.88 and k ¼
0.04 have the potential to reduce mask 3D (shadowing) effects in EUV systems with larger NA.

Fig. 9 Proposals on geometries of attPSM for EUV lithography. The figures are reprinted from
the original publications of the authors.108–112 Similar configurations were proposed in Refs. 113
and 114.
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In a follow up publication, they reported on problems of off-axis illumination in combination
with attPSM for EUV caused by “. . . additional phase shift between the two diffraction orders.
This leads to a positional shift of the resultant aerial image . . . we may conclude that single-
patterning EUVL will probably end at a technology node with the minimum pitch of 22 nm,
unless we can come up with other innovative ways for performing EUVL imaging . . .”77

4.2 Toward the Optimum Low-Refractive-Index Absorber

Extensive simulation studies were performed to characterize and understand the observed BF
and lateral pattern shifts in the imaging of EUV masks.74,78,126 It was demonstrated that the
effects depend on mask properties such as absorber material, thickness, and, tonality but also
on the illumination of the mask. This section discusses selected recent findings that provide a
better understanding of the involved imaging mechanisms and enable a more efficient design and
use of attPSM for EUV. The classical approach to design an absorber is exclusively based on

Table 2 Proposed/investigated materials for shifter and absorber layers in bilayer attPSM for
EUV. In addition to this nonexhaustive list, commercial providers of mask blanks have reported
on the status of their developments.116,117

Reference Shifter/attenuator Remark

Han et al.118 SiON/Cr, SiON/Ta Comparison with binary masks

Sugawara et al.110 Ru/TaN Comparison with alternating PSM

Matsuo et al.94 Ru/SnO Experimental realization including reflectivity and etch transfer

Shin et al.115 Mo/TaN Trilayer stack including a Al2O3 spacer

Yan et al.119,120 TiN/TaN, MoSi/TaN,
MoSiON/TaN

First experimental demonstration of improved imaging
performance compared to binary absorber, see Fig. 10

Lee et al.121 PdO Simulation of single layer stack and comparison to TaBN
standard absorber

Burkhardt et al.18 Pd Simulations demonstrate reduced BF shift for 33-nm-thick Pd

Lare et al.122 Ru, Pd, Mo Simulations on impact of thickness, see next section

Kang et al.123 Pt/CrN multilayer
absorber

Simulations include combinations with Mo/Si and
Ru/Si multilayer blanks

Kang et al.124 Ru alloy/TaBO Investigations on different shifter heights

Wu et al.88 Ru-Ta alloys and
Pt-Mo alloys

Simulation, experimental layer deposition, and
characterization

Fig. 10 First experimental demonstration of improved through-focus imaging performance of EUV
attPSM (bottom row) in comparison to a binary mask (top row) using the Berkeley National Lab’s
EUV actinic inspection tool for 18 nm dense L/S, NA ¼ 0.25, off-axis illumination (monopole with
radius σ ¼ 0.5). Reprinted from Ref. 119.
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the intensity and phase of the reflected light from a homogeneous thin film stack cannot provide
the ultimate best solution. Double diffraction of light by the absorber and the guidance of light
through open areas of a low-n absorber introduce additional criteria for the identification of
good attPSM absorbers. The introduction of a low-n material does not only shift the phase of
the transmitted/reflected light, it impacts the intensity and phase distribution in the vicinity
of absorber patterns as well. This has consequences for the exposure dose, BF position, biasing,
and selection of tonality. Several routes to unlock the full potential of attPSM for EUVare briefly
discussed at the end of this section.

Burkhardt100 introduced a phasor diagram to analyze the impact of the phase shifts between
zeroth and first diffraction order on the imaging of dense L/S patterns. Figure 11 exhibits such
phasor diagram and the corresponding monopole and dipole images. Any imaginary component
of the phasor (and the corresponding phase shift between the zeroth and first diffraction order)
creates spatially shifted images of the individual monopoles and causes a drop of the contrast for
the dipole image. Note that the image cross sections on the right of Fig. 11 exhibit a similar
behavior as simulated images of attPSM with phase errors in Fig. 4 at fixed focus positions.
Burkhardt applied this methodology both to high-k and low-n absorber candidates for EUVand
concluded “. . . that the image split (between the poles) can be reduced or even eliminated by
either moving to an index matched to vacuum (n ¼ 1) at the cost of reduced intrinsic contrast, or
by moving to a more dielectric phase shifting material at a thickness that gives approximately
a phase shift of π. . .”18 Note that the phase shift in his argument does not refer to the phase shift
of a homogeneous absorber but to the observed standing wave pattern in the near-field of a
patterned EUV mask.

In recent simulations for a very special imaging scenario, we observed a strong impact of the
absorber refractive index n on image cross-sections of single-pole and dipole images, and on the
NILS of dipole images, see Fig. 12. The simulations investigated the imaging of L/S with a pitch
of 32 nm with a high NA system. The position of the used leaf-shaped poles is optimized for a
pitch of 16 nm. For the chosen combination of illumination and pitch, a significant part of light
in the first diffraction order is blocked by the center obscuration of the system. This special
configuration makes the described test case very sensitive to mask 3D effects. The partial block-
ing of the first diffraction order increases the impact of the second diffraction order and related
amplitude and phase effects on the image. This enhances the sensitivity of the imaging results to
the refractive index and extinction coefficient of the absorber material.

The simulation results in Fig. 12 demonstrate a significant impact of the absorber n both on
the contrast of the single-pole images and on the shift between the single-pole images. A low-
refractive-index of the absorber improves the contrast of images, which are obtained with single
pole illumination. On the other hand, low-n materials introduce an image shift between images
of different poles. Although this result was obtained for a very specific imaging scenario and
poorly optimized attPSM (see remark in first paragraph of Sec. 4.1), it emphasizes the specific
importance of the absorber n for high NA EUV imaging.

Figure 13 from a presentation of van Lare et al.122 provides rigorously simulated NILS values
of contact holes imaged with different absorber candidates versus thickness. The vertical dashed
lines in the plots indicate the absorber thickness, which provides a phase shiftΦ of π according to
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Fig. 11 Dipole illumination on the left for a 28-nm pitch L/S grating, phasor diagram, and resulting
aerial images for monopoles and dipole. In the case of horizontal patterning in EUV, we have
different images for the small angle pole (magenta) and the large angle pole (green). Reprinted
from an article of Burkhardt.100
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classical thin film considerations [similar to Eq. (2)], and the absorber thickness, which provides
the highest NILS. Although this simulation result was obtained for a specific illumination and
mask bias, it predicts the same tendencies as the results of our multiobjective optimizations of
attPSM stacks for similar use cases, which included variation of the mask bias and source
shape.16 AttPSM absorbers with a combination of refractive index and absorber thickness, which
correspond to phase shifts Φ > π, can provide better imaging performance than “classical”
π-shifters. Van Lare et al.122 suggested a rule of thump Φopt ¼ 1.2π. We observed similar values
in our simulations but also demonstrated that combinations of n, k, and absorber thickness,
which provide attPSM absorbers with the same transmission T and phaseΦ, may exhibit a differ-
ent imaging behavior versus pitch.127

The reason for these specific characteristics of attPSM for EUV was originally attributed to
nonspecific mask 3D effects or to an effective phase term that is picked up by the light traveling
adjacent to the absorber with the real part of the index of refraction different from vacuum.102,126

Recent simulations by a semi-analytical double diffraction model17 and hybrid mask models of

Fig. 13 NILS versus pitch and mask absorber thickness for contact holes with CD ¼ 16.8 nm, NA
0.55, and small-annular illumination, showing the optimum mask thickness per pitch for Ru (a),
Pd (b), and Mo (c). (d) Themask properties of the optima chosen for the different materials. Reprint
of Fig. 7 from van Lare et al.122

Fig. 12 Simulated impact of refractive index n of absorber on image cross-sections of single-pole
and dipole images and on NILS of dipole images. See Ref. 61 for further details.
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the Fraunhofer IISB lithography simulator Dr. LiTHO127–129 provided deeper insights. This is
demonstrated in Fig. 14, which presents simulated phase shifts between zeroth and first diffrac-
tion order versus the absorber phase Φ. Both, the fully analytical model and the semi-analytical
model of van Lare et al.17 computed the complex diffraction amplitudes rn in the far-field of
the reflective EUV mask by a weighted superposition of diffraction orders and the equation is
given as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e003;116;462rn ¼
X
i

aupn−mRðαmÞadownm ; (3)

where aup∕downi are the complex diffraction amplitudes of light for the first and second diffraction
from the absorber pattern (see right scheme in Fig. 6). RðαmÞ is the reflection coefficient of the
multilayer for the propagation angle αm of the m’th downward propagating order after the first
diffraction from the mask.

The analytical model calculates the complex diffraction amplitudes according to Eq. (1) from
Sec. 2.1. It is important to consider that the light passes through the absorber twice, i.e., the total
phase Φ and transmission T has to be split to Φ∕2 and

ffiffiffiffi
T

p
in downward and upward direction,

respectively. The multilayer reflectivity R is specified by a parametric model, which describes
the multilayer by a region with a constant high reflectivity within a distinct angular range or
bandwidth (BW) and by the position of the effective reflection plane inside the real multilayer
(Zeff).

64 The semi-analytical model computes the diffraction amplitudes by fitting to rigorous
diffraction calculations, see Ref. 122 for details.

Despite the different modeling approaches, both models exhibit a similar tendency versus the
phase Φ of the attPSM. The optimum value of Φ is obtained for a Δ phase of zero, which min-
imizes the pattern shift. The asymmetric behavior of the analytical model for T > 0 results from
the split of the absorber phaseΦ into two identical parts (double pass of the absorber) and differ-
ent illuminations of the thin absorber in forward and backward direction. Notably, the optimum
phase value of the mask for a multilayer with a limited angular range of high reflectivity
(BW ¼ 11 deg) is larger than that of a fictive multilayer that reflects light from all incidence
directions (BW ¼ 90 deg). The results of the analytical model suggest that the deviation of the
optimum phase of the mask from π can be explained with a thin absorber model, which includes
the double diffraction phenomenon for EUV masks. Of course, the thick absorber contributes to
the specific value of Φ as well.

This is confirmed by Fig. 15, which presents simulated diffraction efficiencies and Δ phase
between zeroth and first diffraction order versus incident angle and half-pitch (hp). Results of
two different modeling approaches are shown. The hybrid model in the top row combines a
Kirchhoff-type thin-mask with (total) transmission T ¼ 4.9% and phase Φ ¼ 225 deg with a
real Mo/Si multilayer. The results in the bottom row are obtained by fully rigorous simulations
for a 50.3-nm-thick absorber with n ¼ 0.92 and k ¼ 0.032 on the top of the same Mo/Si

Fig. 14 Simulation of phase shift between zeroth and first diffraction order (Δ phase) in a reflective
EUV mask by a fully analytical model (left and center) and by a semi-analytical model17 (right)
versus the phase Φ of the attPSM for dense L/S with a half-pitch of 8 nm. The results of the ana-
lytical model are plotted for absorbers with different transmission andmultilayer with different BWs.
The complex diffraction amplitudes of the semi-analytical model are obtained for a 35-nm-thick
Ru absorber with n ¼ 0.88 and k ¼ 0.02. The phase Φ of the semi-analytical model is obtained
from thin film calculations.
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multilayer. The models predict similar trends of Δ phase versus incident angle and hp, and char-
acteristic drops of diffraction efficiencies for larger incidence angles and smaller half-pitches.
The position of these drops is determined by the finite angular support (limited angular range
with high reflectivity) of the multilayer.

The difference between the models increases for half-pitches below 11 nm, where waveguide
effects become more prominent. Waveguide modes in the spaces of low-n absorbers couple light
between neighbored diffraction orders, see discussion of this effect by Mesilhy et al.30

The guidance of light through the openings of low-n absorbers and related waveguide effects
introduce another important aspect for the use of attPM in EUV lithography. The simulation
example in Fig. 16 demonstrates that the light propagation through small spaces in low-n
EUV absorbers is governed by waveguide modes. The analytical result on the left of the figure
is obtained by a linear superposition of analytically computed waveguide modes. The difference
with respect to the rigorously simulated near-field (RCWA result in the center of figure) is caused
by light scattering from top corners of the absorber into non-propagating modes, see Ref. 130 for
further discussion of the differences between the analytical model and rigorous RCWA results.
The excitation of waveguide modes depends strongly on the illumination direction.

Another important consequence of the guidance of EUV light by low-n absorbers is high-
lighted in Fig. 17. It exhibits the intensity and phase of reflected near-fields of 11 nm square
contacts with a pitch of 22 nm in x and y (wafer scale) for a low-k absorber with two different n.
In each case four near-fields are plotted for the illumination directions of an optimized quadru-
pole illumination. The elongated shapes of near-field plots are a consequence of the used scaling
of the mask in an anamorphic system (4× in x and 8× in y).

Fig. 15 Simulations of diffraction efficiencies and Δ phase between zeroth and first diffraction
order versus incident angle and half-pitch (hp) for a hybrid mask model (top row) and for fully
rigorous diffraction simulation (bottom row). Details about the modeling assumptions and results
for other versions of the hybrid and fully rigorous mask model are presented in Mesilhy et al.127

Fig. 16 Downward propagating near-field inside the absorber and the difference between ana-
lytically computed modes and the near-field inside the absorber from the RCWA simulation.
Slit opening of 8 nm × 4 (in mask scale), TaBN absorber (n ¼ 0.95, k ¼ 0.031), and incidence
angle of 5 deg. Reprint of Fig. 7 from Mesilhy et al.130
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Although both absorbers have the same extinction k, the low-n mask transmits much more
light through the opening than its high-n counterpart. The low-n mask shows a much better
(near-field) contrast. The advantage of the low-n absorber becomes obvious without consider-
ation of the phase. Of course, the near-field phase of both absorbers looks very different as well.
The high-n absorber exhibits only a weak deformation of the phase. The phase inside the open-
ings of the low-n absorber exhibits strong variations versus illumination direction and location
on the mask. This variation impacts both the BF and lateral shift of images of individual poles.

The guidance of light through the openings of low-n absorbers can help to make more effi-
cient use of the incident light and to reduce the required exposure dose. This effect is also impor-
tant for high-k absorbers with a low n. In other words, the refractive index of the absorber
material is important for binary EUV masks as well. The more efficient use of light in low-
n absorbers adds to the advantages of attPSM in printing bright features with less negative bias
compared to binary mask, see discussion in Sec. 2.1. On the other hand, the occurrence of
discrete modes and the sensitivity of these modes to feature sizes and directions of the incident
light increase the interaction between source shape and mask geometries.

The investigations of observed BF and lateral pattern shifts of low-n absorbers have dem-
onstrated that optical properties and thickness of absorber impact both contrast for individual
illumination directions (monopoles) and image shift between different illumination directions.
The nTC of monopole images is strongly pitch dependent. The superposition of shifted images
with different nTC has a significant impact on BF for various pitches and impact the usable
DoF.122 This better understanding of physical effects and their dependency on the absorber
material will help to improve materials and SMO methods for low-n absorbers. First compar-
isons of SMO using different absorbers have already demonstrated the advantages of low-n
materials for representative layout designs.131–133 Future SMO solutions can be complemented
by adaptation of data-efficient artificial intelligence (AI) solutions for alternative absorber
materials.134

Figure 18 exhibits the first experimental comparison of the imaging performance of a low-n
mask with a Ta-based reference mask. These results demonstrate that the EUV low-n mask
improves both local critical dimension (CD) uniformity and dose for dense features.133

Further improvements are required to unlock the full potential of attPSM for EUV. Several
options have been discussed by van Lare et al.133 Optimization of target and mask bias is very
effective for mitigation of focus shifts. Assist features can help to mitigate shifts of the BF posi-
tion, see Refs. 7, 75, and 126 for further details. The tonality of a mask has an important impact
on mask-induced BF shifts as well. In general, bright field masks exhibit less BF shifts than
dark field masks.78,135,136 The use of monopole illumination could provide even more drastic
improvements.100,135 Alternative absorbers can also offer advantages in combination with
EUV dark field lithography.137

Fig. 17 Intensity and phase of reflected near-fields of 11 nm square contacts with a pitch of 22 nm
in x and y (wafer scale) for a low extinction k ¼ 0.02 40-nm-thick absorber with two different n.
The near-fields are plotted on mask scale of an anamorphic system for four illumination directions
of a quasar illuminator.
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5 Conclusions and Outlook

Comprehensive investigations of attPSM have demonstrated that low-n absorbers can help to
push high NA EUV lithography into the low k1 regime. Well-designed attPSM offer improved
NILS and dose benefits.122 The imaging performance gain of low-n absorber masks is applica-
tion-dependent.101

An in-depth understanding of the imaging physics and combinations with other imaging
enhancements are required to play this “wild card” resolution enhancement for EUV lithography.
The imaging physics of attPSM for EUV lithography differs significantly from attPSM imaging
in DUV lithography. The double diffraction from the absorber, the reflection characteristics of
the multilayer blank, and the guidance of light through the openings in a low-n absorber intro-
duce important effects that need to be considered in the design and use of attPSM for EUV
lithography. These effects include lateral shifts of images, which are created by different parts
of the source, and pitch dependent BF shifts of the image that is created by the complete source.
The more pronounced dependency of the light diffraction from the illumination direction makes
SMO more challenging. Further enhancements like single pole illumination, assist features for
the mitigation of BF shifts, and special forms of dark field imaging can help to push EUV im-
aging to its ultimate limit. The refractive index of the absorber material is important for binary
masks as well. The discussion of low-n absorbers in this review includes both “traditional”
attPSM for EUV and low reflectivity absorbers, which exploit the guidance of light inside pat-
terned layers. AttPSM configurations, which involve etched multilayers (see Fig. 9), could offer
long-term solutions with additional design options.

The special imaging effects of attPSM for EUV are well described by established rigorous
methods for the computation of light diffraction and image formation. Hybrid mask models and
other forms of simplified imaging models (as described in Sec. 4.2) are helpful to understand the
root causes of the observed effects and to identify the most promising design strategies. A design
of attPSM that is based on the phase and reflectivity of thin film absorbers only cannot provide
the best solution. It is important to use the optical properties (n and k) and the thickness of the
absorber as design parameters. The experimentally demonstrated good imaging performance of
first prototype low-n masks provides a solid basis for further improvements. From theoretical
point of view, a low-n absorber with a tunable extinction coefficient k would provide the highest
flexibility for adaptation to different target layouts.

The discussions in this review are focused on fundamental investigations of the imaging
performance of attPSM solutions for EUV lithography. For other important considerations
on the manufacturing, experimental characterization, inspection, repair and use of the mask,
the reader is referred to the cited literature, especially Refs. 92, 138–141. The introduction
of attPSM into manufacturing will require careful monitoring of additional imaging aspects such
as stochastic side-lobe printing for various use cases142–145 and polychromatic effects.129

Fig. 18 First experimental comparison of the imaging performance of a low-n mask with a
Ta-based reference mask. Reprint from the article of van Lare.133
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